
UCLA CREATIVE WRITING CERTIFICATE

Students who complete a Writers' Program Certificate in Fiction, Creative Nonfiction, Feature Film Writing, Television
Writing, or Screenwriting: Film and TV .

The textbooks for the courses I took were not too expensive and I was able to rent or purchase them on
Amazon. One of the instructors never answered my emails the entire quarter - I got an A, but never got any
answers to my questions and thus I didn't learn as much as I would have liked to. She also complained during
class, for which I had paid a costly fee, about her job working with theater actors. Goal-Setting Consultation
â€” New! God knows my rent, bills or short film for the program couldn't use it Since I took the courses
online, I had to follow the syllabus carefully to make sure that I read what I had to and was ready for the
course discussions. Factored into promotion. This is a wonderful event for students and their families to get
together to recognize this accomplishment. CONS: As most students have mentioned, some of the instructors
are a bit disengaged. I earned my certificate in Human Resource Management in June  Becker or Roger or one
of those other programs. After about a month into an intermediate screenwriting course, a student asked so the
instructor confessed she had never sold a screenplay. Therefore, she said I had to redo it. Took an online
extenions class for statistics. I hope that I get into the class for which I was wait listed. Unfortunately, both of
those classes were awful - all they consisted of was the instructor posting links to tutorials on the web, with
very little interaction. Search for:. Then, she said I had to redo it once since my second version fell within the
upper spectrum of the range, e. Also - please be aware if you aren't already, that you can use the Lifetime
Learning Credit on your tax return if you're pursuing post-graduate education. Thank you Preston. I
recommend in-person over online if you can handle it! Have you considered adding a bit of structure to your
coursework by enrolling in one of our two certificate programs emphasis in fiction or emphasis in creative
nonfiction? I can not. UCLA Extension did not provide us with the enrollment code until a couple of days
before the enrollment deadline, and there has been very little communication about the process throughout.
This certificate supplemented my career as I already had experience in human resource management. No sure
why people would give bad reviews. It would be great if they could get the website together. She did not say
this was unpermitted, though was always angry with me despite my entering as quietly as possible. I disagree
with those ppl who said you can just buy a certificate. I am currently an accountant. Transcripts are a breeze to
obtain and free for alumni.


